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I. Purpose

This paper will identify selected biological, economic

and political aspects of mountain pine beetle management

decisions. It has been developed to aid in determining if

action should be taken to manage mountain pine beetle

attacks, and if action is taken, what type of action is most

appropriate.

Lodgepole pine is a very important intermountain tree

species. Its range extends from New Mexico to British

Columbia, and from the east side of the Cascades to the

front range of Colorado. Lodgepole pine forests serve many

purposes: cover as scenic backdrops in recreation areas,

cover for watersheds, habitat for game animals, grazing for

domestic livestock, and a timber source for lumber, poles,

posts, pulp'4 and, most recently, waferboard9.

The mountain pine beetle (Dendrotonus ponderosae)

ranges from the Pacific Ocean to the Black Hills, and from

56 degrees North latitude in northern British Columbia to

northwestern Mexico and from sea level in British Columbia

to 11,000 feet in Colorado.'5 The mountain pine beetle has

probably been active in the lodgepole pine ecosystem as long

14
as there have been lodgepole pine trees. In 1970, the

volume loss of growing stock to all causes was approximately

613 million cubic feet in the Rocky Mountain states. The

mountain pine beetle in lodgepole pine and in ponderosa pine

accounted for about 777 of this loss. This makes the

mountain pine beetle the prime agent of growth loss in
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Chapter I Purpose

lodgepole pine.'4

j. tjlrich

Much is not known about mountain pine beetle-lodgepole

pine interactions. Current theories contradict each other.

Research conducted in the Intermountain and Rocky Mountain

states indicate that mountain pine beetles seek out and do

best in the largest, most vigorous trees in the forest. Yet,

research conducted by Mitchell, Waring, and Pitman in Oregon

indicates that by thinning from below, individual trees can

be made vigorous enough to resist attack by mountain pine

beetles.

Over the last 25 years, a number of mountain pine

beetle management projects have been implemented. These

projects cover large areas (UI) to 100,000 acres or more),

cost millions of dollars, may last several decades, yet can

have little impact on the mountain pine beetle. Lodgepole

pine is a low value timber species, and timber budgets might

be better spent on higher value species such as ponderosa

pine. Efforts to sell large quantities of live or dead

lodgepole pine during and after a mountain pine beetle

epidemic can flood local stumpage markets and drive timber

values still lower.

A mountain pine beetle decision is not a simple dollars

and cents decision. There are other resources to be

considered, such as range, wildlife, water, fire, private

property values, public safety, limited budgets, scenic

quality, etc. Mountain pine beetle decisions can also be

very controversial, and public interest groups may have the

power to determine what actually happens.
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The final decision will depend on a complete analysis

of all relevant factors to each situation. The decision

will have to be one which can be successfully supported by

the manager against questions from his superiors and the

public. It will have to be well thought out, acceptable to

the public, within budget, as efficient as possible and able

to provide a technical, economic, political or professional

judgement answer to the question "why?". In short, the

decision will have to be defensible.

This paper is devoted to reviewing the biology,

history, management techniques, costs, benefits, and

political aspects of mountain pine beetle management, in

order to promote defensible mountain pine beetle management

decisions in the future.
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II. Biology of Mountain Pine Beetle-Lodgepole Pine Interactions

An understanding of mountain pine beetle-lodgepole pine

interactions is important to the manager because it provides

an understanding on how effective the various management

techniques will be in different situations. In addition, it

will help the manager develop innovative techniques for

managing the beetles, and/or enhancing the effectiveness of

existing techniques.

Lodgepole pine has been classed into four successional

stages;

1. Minor Serial - Where lodgepole pine is a minor

component of a young even-aged mixed species stand.

Here lodgepole is replaced by shade-tolerant species

within 50 to 200 years.

2. Dominant Serial - Where lodgepole pine is the

dominant cover type of even-aged stands with a vigorous

understory of shade-tolerant species which will replace

the lodgepole within 100 to 200 years.

3. Persistent - Where lodgepole pine forms the dominant

cover type of even-aged stands with little evidence of

replacement by shade-tolerant species. Lodgepole

maintains its dominance because of inadequate seed

sources from other species, stand densities which are

too great to allow regeneration by other species, and

because of light surface fires which remove seedlings

without killing the lodgepole overstory.

4. Climax - Where lodgepole pine is the only species
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capable of growing and is self-perpetuating.27

Lodgepole in the Serial types are largely due to fire which

eliminates the competing climax vegetation.14

The mountain pine beetle plays an important role in

changing even-aged stands of lodgepole to uneven-aged stands

in the absence of fire, particularly where lodgepole is

persistent or climax'4. Where lodgepole pine is serial, the

mountain pine beetle accelerates replacement by the shade

tolerant species. Where fire has been absent for 100 years

or more, examination of surviving trees within stands will

show periods of mountain pine beetle activity and

successional trends. In such examinations, an upward trend

in growth reflects release of the understory following death

of lodgepole in the overstory.'4

The frequency of infestations on a given area of forest

appears to range from 20 to 40 years depending upon stand

location and on how rapidly the stand grows into a condition

conducive to buildup of beetle populations.31 An epidemic

period lasts about six years, with the peak occurring the

third year after tree losses reach three to five per acre.

In the year mortality peaks, losses can amount to 35 percent

of the large diameter trees and about 5 to 10 percent of the

small diameter trees in a given stand.14

Beetle infestations measured in Forest Service Regions

2 and 4 rose from approximately 0 to 5 trees per acre in the

early years of an epidemic to a peak of 26 to 31 trees per

acre, then declined to 2 to 3.5 trees per acre after most of

the large diameter trees had been killed.'4
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A mosaic of small clumps of different ages and sizes is

likely to result in more infestations by the beetle because

of the more constant food source. Beetle infestations in

such forests may kill fewer trees per acre than in an even-

aged stand, but there will be more infestations over a given

stretch of time.4

Below are descriptions of two different lodgepole pine-

mountain pine beetle models. The names are mine. They are

used as a convenience and to avoid associating the name of a

particular researcher with the broad concepts discussed in

this paper.

A. Food Limited Mountain Pine Beetle Model

Several factors influence lodgepole pine losses due to

mountain pine beetles within an individual stand:'4

1. Phloem thickness distribution within the diameter

classes;

2. Diameter distribution;

3. Elevation;

4. Latitude;

5. Beetle populations.

Once a tree is successfully attacked, the principal

factor determining brood survival and production is quantity

of phloem.2 Phloem thickness is positively correlated with

tree diameter2 and with characteristics of good tree

vigor.'1 Phloem is usually thicker in large rather than

small diameter trees in a given stand. In addition, stand

density affects the growth rate of trees and, hence, phloem
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thickness. Generally, stands having the lowest density have

trees with the thickest phloem. Consequently, lodgepole

pine mortality from mountain pine beetles will be

proportionately higher in low density stands than in high

density stands. Similarly, trees growing on the best sites

can be expected to have thicker phloem on the average and

will experience more frequent and intense mountain pine

beetle infestations.14

Beetles from the largest trees are almost always larger

than those from smaller trees.'5 The principal reason

is the greater thickness of phloem as food for larvae, and

the greater nutritional value found in large rather than

small trees.2 Mountain pine beetles don't do well in young

trees in the field because of excessive drying following the

death of the tree.'3 If excessive drying occurs, the

mountain pine beetles within also dry up and die.

On the average, the thicker the phloem the greater the

ratio of brood adults" to parents.5° This means the larger

the tree the more brood adults produced per square foot of

bark. Mountain pine beetle attacks in individual trees

larger than 10" DBH usually result in an increase in the

beetle population5' (more brood adults than parents or a

brood adult to parent ratio greater than 1.0). For a stand

to sustain an outbreak, an estimated 22% of stems should

52
exceed 11.8 DBH. Large infestations are then dependent

*
Brood adults are the next generation of adult mountain pine
beetles which emerge from beetle killed trees in the summer
which their parents infested the previous fall.
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upon the presence of at least some large diameter trees.

Cumulative mortality over the life of an epidemic frequently

amounts to 85% or more of the large diameter trees.'4

Brood production in bark of a given thickness is

inversely related to elevation.2 Mountain pine beetle brood

production and adult survival are low above 8000 feet in

elevation at 43 degrees north latitude (Colorado is

approximately at 39 degrees north latitude, and the low

survival threshold there is 10,500 feet in elevation), where

up to 2 years may be required for the beetle to complete

its life cycle.3

A system for evaluating the risk of lodgepole pine

mortality due to mountain pine beetle infestations has

been developed by Amman and others.4 The system defines how

vulnerable a given stand is to a mountain pine beetle

infestation by the percent mortality of trees greater than

8.5 inches during an epidemic. The system is based on three

variables: elevation, average age and average DBH. In the

rating system, a stand is rated a 1, 2, or 3 for each

variable, corresponding to a low, moderate or high risk

associated with each variable. Then the scores for the

three variables are multiplied and if the product is less

than 9 the stand is at low risk (less than 25% mortality of

trees >8.5" DBH), if the product is 12 to 18 the risk is

moderate (25%-50% mortality of trees >8.5" DBH), and if the

product is 27 the risk is high (> 50% mortality of trees

>8.5" DBH). The rating system is as follows:4
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Score Elevation Average Age Average DBH

1 High elevation < 60 years < 7"
(In Colorado is

>10, 500
p22)

2 Mod Elevation 60-80 years 7-8"
(In Colorado is

10,500'-9,400' 22)

3 Low Elevation > 80 years > 8"
(In Colorado is

<9,400'
22)

(For Example, a stand at a high elevation, with an average
age of 70 years and an average DBH of 8.1" will have the
following product 1 * 2 * 3 = 6, a low risk factor.)

This risk rating system points out characteristics that

usually are found together where mountain pine beetle

14
epidemics occur:

1. Climatic suitability of stand location (not a high
elevation where temperatures are too cold for the
beetles to do well).

2. Average tree diameter of 8 inches or more.

3. Average age of 80 years or more.

4. Phloem thickness of .11" or more in at least
257 of trees greater than 8" DBH.

5. In addition to the above, a high crown competition
factor and declining percent growth ratio appear
to be considerations in some western Montana and
northwest Idaho habitat types where lodgepole pine
plays strictly a serial role in succession.

The above information provides a general understanding

of mountain pine beetle-lodgepole pine interactions. Below

is a more detailed description of the mechanism behind these

interactions.

The life cycle of the mountain pine beetle can be
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described as follows:'5

1. Young beetles emerge as adults from trees infested last
season by their parents in middle to late July to early
August.

2. Adults select and infest green trees, then construct
egg galleries.

3. Larvae feed on phloem, usually making tunnels at right
angles.

4. Larvae may reach third or fourth larvae instar stages
before cold weather hits and they become dormant.

5. Larvae resume feeding in April and complete larval
development by June.

6. Adults feed within the bark prior to emergence.

Emergence may last several weeks, with only a few

beetles emerging at the beginning and end. After a period of

sparse, sporadic emergence, the majority of beetles usually

emerge and attack in about one week's time.29 The emergence

period varies from year to year as a result of weather

during the emergence cycle and as a result of the rate of

beetle development.15 The rapid emergence of most of the

population is essential to the success of the mountain pine

beetle in attacking and killing the most vigorous trees in

15lodgepole stands.

The approximate state of infestation in a single tree

can be obtained from the color of its needles. The needles

change from green to a yellowishgreen in the spring

following infestation the previous summer or fall. The tree

then turns a bright orange by July when the new brood is

ready to emerge from the tree.5°

If a tree is not mass attacked within 48 hours, it is

usually not successfully attacked that year.29 If a tree is
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successfully mass attacked, the tree's ability to produce

pitch is exceeded by the large number of beetles attacking

the tree. Pitch then ceases to flow from holes where the

beetles have entered the bark, which insures the success of

beetle reproduction in the tree14 Studies have shown that

mountain pine beetle egg survival was only slightly affected

by resin vapors (3% mortality), but an envelope of resin

caused almost complete mortality.30 Blue stain fungi

(Ceratocystis montia) is introduced into live trees as

beetles attack and invade the phloem and sapwood where it

helps to reduce resin flow and disrupt the tree's vascular

system.24 Trees having a well-developed blue stain tend to

dry faster during the fall of the attack, but remain more

moist the following summer.5°

Observations by Shrimpton have shown a reduction at

about age 80 in the resistance response of trees inoculated

with blue-stain fungus carried by the mountain pine

beetle.34 Safrangik and others state that stands with an

average diameter greater than 8 inches or containing many

trees over 10 inches and older than 80 years have the

potential for a beetle epidemic.32

Beetles appear to use both visual and chemical cues

when infesting trees.15 Mountain pine beetles usually

select the largest trees in a stand during and preceding a

major epidemic.12 When the smaller trees in a stand were

baited with trans-verbenol (female aggregating pheromone26)

and aipha-pinene (found in lodgepole pine and oxidizes into
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trans-verbol26), mountain pine beetles were attracted to the

area, but they usually attacked nearby large diameter

trees 28

B. Resistant Tree Mountain Pine Beetle Model

Mitchell, Waring and Pitman report that thinning from

below in eastern Oregon improved vigor of lodgepole pine

trees and reduced beetle attack. The setting was a series

of previously thinned stands just after a mountain pine

beetle epidemic had run through the area, then subsided.

The study included 14 stands thinned at age 50 and checked

at age 65 when trees were from 6-7.4" average DBH, one stand

thinned at age 80 and checked at age 87 when trees were 7"

average DBH, and one stand thinned at age 80 and checked at

age 90 when trees were 8.2 average DBH. These stands were

at least 4 ha in size and were compared to nearby unthinned

stands. The results indicate that trees with a high vigor

rating (based on the amount of stem growth per square meter

of crown leaf area) had little or no beetle mortality.23

An additional stand in the study did not respond to

thinning at age 70 and checked at age 80 when the average

DBH was 9.1". The beetles attacked the unthinned (control)

stand just as severely as the thinned stand (25% mortality).

The vigor rating did not differ nearly as much (18%) between

thinned and the unthinned control as did the other stands

described above (100 + % difference). Growth in DBH in the

9.1 DBH thinned stand was as good or better than in the

stands which did respond in vigor ratings to thinning. The

9.1 DBH stand contained the largest average DBH of all the
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23stands in the study.
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Stuart reports through stepwise discriminant analysis

that quadratic mean diameter and the number of rings in the

outermost centimeter of radial growth were significant

(R2 =.60) predictors of mountain pine beetle outbreaks in

climax lodgepole pine in south central Oregon. This is

consistent with what Cole and Amman found. The study also

found that Waring and Pitman's tree vigor index was not a

2 35significant predictor (R = .23). This leads one to

question the reliability the Resistant Tree model.

C. Controversy

The Food Limited and the Resistant Tree models

contradict each other. The mountain pine beetle scientific

community has not yet resolved the issue, although there has

been considerable discussion on it. The research completed

in the Intermountain and Rocky Mountain states supports the

Food Limited model, while the Resistant Tree model is

supported by research done in Oregon. The Oregon research

might not apply to climatic conditions found in the Rocky

Mountain states. As this paper is intended primarily for

use in the Rocky Mountain states, it will deal only with the

Food Limited model.
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III. Past Experiences

One can always learn from history. It helps us avoid

and learn from the mistakes made in the past, and to

continue using historic methods deemed worthwhile, without

reinventing them every time a similar situation develops.

This section provides a brief history of the experiences of

five different national forests, which elected to take

action against mountain pine beetle epidemics within the

last 25 years. In order to better understand this history,

this section begins with a brief description of the methods

used to manage mountain pine beetles.

There are several methods for responding to a mountain

pine beetle epidemic; these are:

1. Preventative spraying;

2. Direct suppression;

3. Silvicultural techniques;

4. No action.

Preventative spraying involves spraying individual high

value trees with an insecticide from bottom to top where the

bole is 5" or less.'9 If spraying is done only as high as

19,20
convenient, the beetles will kill the top of the tree.

Preventative spraying usually lasts two years and then must

be repeated.19 The most effective technique demonstrated so

far is to spray with a 2Z solution of Carbaryl at a cost of

19
$3.00 to $5.00 per tree.

Direct suppression is an attempt to kill the beetles

while they are still in the host tree. The process includes
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falling an infested tree and either spraying it with an

insecticide (Ethylene Dibromide (EDB) -now banned- or

Lindane), removing the tree to a safe area where the

emerging beetles cannot find new hosts, and chipping or

debarking the tree which kills the brood by grinding them up

and/or drying them out. All this must be done between the

time a tree is first mass attacked and when the brood adults

emerge from the tree the following July or August. If this

is not done within the one-year period, the effort is wasted.

Direct suppression is usually considered a short-term

solution to the mountain pine beetle problem.

Silvicultural techniques include many prescriptions all

geared to reducing the chance of future mountain pine beetle

attacks. Salvage is usually considered part of this

program, as it removes the dead timber, and hastens new

growth which can then be more easily managed. Another

technique is to thin from above to remove the larger trees

as a possible food source for the beetles. Regeneration

harvesting is used to remove susceptible stands from the

beetles before an epidemic actually occurs. All

silvicultural techniques under the Food Limited model are

designed to reduce the amount of food available to the

beetles at any one time. Silvicultural techniques are

usually considered long-term solutions to a mountain pine

beetle problem.

A. Targhee National Forest

The Targhee National Forest comprises 1.1 million acres

of somewhat rolling countryside on the western boundary of
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Yellowstone National Park. The forest has approximately

487,000 acres of lodgepole pine and has been involved in

mountain pine beetle control and the salvage of the

40
resulting dead timber since 1962.

The mountain pine beetle outbreak on the Targhee began

in 1962. The forest spent $10.3 million in insect and

disease funds from 1962 to 1970, trying to halt the epidemic

using direct suppression techniques. The actual method used

was to spray individual standing infested trees with a

40
mixture of ethylene dibromide and diesel oil.

In 1971, the Targhee reevaluated the beetle control

program as the cost of

drastically due to new

trees could be sprayed

failed and sprayed. T

estimated at $8.00 per

out:

spraying trees had increased

safety regulations. Where before the

standing, now they would have to be

ie cost of this new method was

40
tree.

During the reevaluation, a number of facts were brought

1. Mountain pine beetles do not decimate lodgepole

stands as had been previously thought. In the worst

case, 50% of lodgepole trees greater than 5" DBH were

killed. This included killing up to 90% of the

merchantable volume, but without taking any action the

remaining stand would be operable again in 25 years.4°

2. The effects of the Ethylene Dibromide (EDB)

treatment is short-lived.21 Following a mountain pine

beetle outbreak, the stand structure in treated vs
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untreated stands is essentially the same.5 The only

difference is that the treatment extends the

infestation over a longer period of time.4°

3. As the EDB control efforts could only delay an

outbreak for a short period of time, timely road

development and timber harvesting was essential. Here

the objective is to use direct suppression techniques

to delay the beetles long enough so the trees at risk

can be harvested green. Green trees have more value

for lumber products than do mountain pine beetle

killed trees.43 Harvesting at a slower rate than

prescribed to avoid a mountain pine beetle outbreak

could eliminate any benefits of and waste the funds

invested in a direct suppression program.4°

During the reevaluation the forest estimated the cost of

continuing the program through fiscal year 1974 to save 50

40
million board feet (MMBF) of timber to be $3.8 million.

This is an average of $76.00 per thousand board feet (MBF).

The statistical high bid (bid price minus credits for timber

purchaser road construction and reconstruction55) for the

lodgepole was estimated to be $9.01 per MBF. As a result,

the Targhee ended the chemical treatment program in 1971.

There was still the problem of what to do with all the

dead and dying lodgepole pine on the forest. The timber

value of the trees considered by itself would not support a

large salvage program. The forest then weighed the benefits

a salvage program would bring such as the development of a

road system, the accomplishment of site preparation and fuel
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breaks, and the additional timber receipts against the costs

of the program.4°

In 1975 the Targhee began a salvage program in the

mountain pine beetle-killed lodgepole pine. The salvage

program was one of accelerated harvests and road

construction. The program from 1975 to 1979 was used to

develop 245.6 miles of road at a cost of $11,382,000.00

through road construction and reconstruction. The salvage

program from 1975 through 1978 removed 280 MMBF of dead or

dying lodgepole pine through commercial timber sales and an

additional 107 MMBF of dead lodgepole pine was removed as

personal use firewood. Another 238 MMBF of timber was

planned for harvest between 1980 and 1984, of which the

amount of salvage volume was expected to be high43.

The salvage program required the local timber industry

to process a substantial increase in the amount of dead

and blue-stained timber. The industry include as much green

timber in a sale as possible to make up for the lower

quality of the dead wood. The Targhee, in turn, began using

what were termed "optimal decking and removal sales". The

optimal decking provision allows a contractor to leave

behind logs he felt he could not economically use as long as

they were properly decked near accessible roads. This

decked material was then either resold to other contractors,

or made available for public firewood cutting.43

The Targhee reported some additional benefits of the

salvage program in addition to those of regenerating the
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lodgepole stands, developing a road system, and creating

fire breaks. A booming retail woodstove business

accompanied the dramatic increase in firewood made available

to the public by the salvage program. Personal firewood

consumption increased from 5 MMBF in 1973 to 35 MMBF in

1977. The salvage program removed dead and dying trees in

scenic areas, and in developed recreation sites where they

presented a serious safety hazard. Removal of dead

lodgepole will allow domestic livestock and big game animals

easy access to salvaged areas which would otherwise consist

of blown-down trees where access would be either very

43difficult or impossible.

Currently (May 17, 1985) the Targhee is still salvaging

beetle-killed lodgepole pine. They are harvesting 70 MMBF

annually, 15-20 MMBF of which is through personal use

firewood sales. The firewood sales are set up lust like a

commercial sale and people are sold permits to Cut in each

sale area. While this is a good way to provide wood for

personal use firewood, this system still does not pay for

itself.

Commercial timber sales go for $6.00IMBF live timber

and $1.00/MBF dead (minimum bid). A large part of the

commercial timber goes to a local stud mill which makes 8'

2-by-4's and can sell waste chips to generate power or for

pulp.

The Targhee is beginning to sell timber by the acre or

area. By doing this, much of the preparation and

administration costs are eliminated, making the timber more
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valuable from the forest's perspective.7

The longterm management plan for the forest's

lodgepole pine is to keep the commercial stands on an 80

year rotation, where trees will not be allowed to get much

bigger than 8"-g" DBH.7 This is a Food Limited Model

mountain pine beetle management strategy.

B. The Flathead and Kootenai National Forests

The Flathead and Kootenai National Forests are located

adjacent to Glacier National Park. A mountain pine beetle

outbreak was noticed in the park in 1972. The outbreak

later increased in size and crossed over into the Flathead

National Forest in 1975. The spread of the beetle was

rather dramatic. On National Park lands, the infestation

spread from the 1200 acre infestation which was first

noticed in 1972 to approximately 200,000 acres by 1979. On

the Flathead National Forest, the infestation spread from

400 acres first noticed in 1975 to 108,600 acres by 1981. A

similar outbreak on the Kootenai began with 700 acres in

1974 and increased to 108,800 acres in 1981.17

In 1978, an interagency and industry task force

(consisting of the U.S. Forest Service, The state of Montana

Division of Forestry, Champion Timberlands, St. Regis Paper

Company, Plum Creek, and others) drafted strategies for the

coordinated management of stands threatened by the mountain

pine beetle. The program called for:

1. A substantial increase in the rate of harvesting

lodgepole pine on the Kootena! and Flathead National
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Forests.

J. I.Jlrich

2. A slight increase in total timber offered for sale.

3. A reduction in other species offered for sale from

1979 to 1982.17

This was essentially the program the U.S. Forest Service

implemented.

The program worked at first as the timber operators

agreed to harvesting more lodgepole pine when the market was

good. When timber markets later fell, the lodgepole pine

became more difficult to sell. In addition, a huge backlog

of sold but uncut timber accumulated, which in 1981 had

accumulated to 237.4 MMBF.17

As part of the accelerated lodgepole pine harvest

program, access had to be

beetle threatened stands.

forests constructed 250.4

cost of $12,221,000.00 in

to $28.34/MBF of timber h

1981 in road costs.'7

provided to the mountain pine

Between 1975 and 1981, the two

miles of timber access roads at a

appropriated funds. This averages

arvested or under contract as of

In a study done to assess pest management for the

Flathead National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan,

a number of observations were made on mountain pine beetle

management.

1. Sanitation salvage cutting (direct suppression by

cutting and removing only each year's newly infested

trees) is at best a delaying action. It will have

little effect on an infestation already under way.

2. Current inventory data should be used to identify
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commercial lodgepole stands vulnerable to infestation,

and those commercial stands which will become

vulnerable in the next 15 years. These stands should

be scheduled for harvest before they are infested with

mountain pine beetles.

3. A partial cut of infested stands will not maintain

good productivity unless the residual stand is less

than 50 years old.'8

C. Colorado Front Range Vegetative Management Pilot Project on

the Arapaho-Roosevelt National Forest in Colorado

This mountain pine beetle control project is somewhat

different from the other programs which occurred on the

Targhee, Flathead, and Kootenai National Forests. First,

this project was accomplished primarily in ponderosa pine

which the mountain pine beetle can also attack. Second,

this project took place in marginal timber lands scattered

with high value first and second home private residential

property.

The pilot project began in 1977 in response to a

mountain pine beetle epidemic near Boulder, Colorado. The

34,000 acre pilot project area was chosen as it was

considered typical of the intermixed land-ownership pattern

found in ponderosa pine forests on the Front Range of

Colorado. The ownership pattern in the pilot area was as

follows4':
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Bureau of Land Management 600 acres

Denver Water Board 1,200 acres

City of Boulder 800 acres

Boulder, Colorado 4,300 acres

City of Nederland 160 acres

Arapaho-Roosevelt National F. 12,127 acres

Private 15,073 acres

Total 34,260 acres

The project was described as a pilot project as it was

designed as a test area for the evaluation of mountain pine

beetle treatments and other associated land management

practices, which would then be expanded to the full extent

of the then 585,300 acre mountain pine beetle infestation.

The objectives of the project were to41:

1. Stop the current mountain pine beetle epidemic;

2. Create stand conditions which would prevent

future mountain pine beetle epidemics;

3. Accomplish fuel treatments in this mountain

home area to reduce the high fire danger from

mountain pine beetle-killed trees;

4. Use forest treatments to improve wildlife

habitat.

5. Maintain the scenic quality of the area.

The timber in the project area was primarily ponderosa

pine averaging 2.46 MBF/acre with an average DBH of 8.6

inches. Due to this small tree size and volume, commercial

timber harvesting was considered a marginal undertaking.

Therefore, the silvicultural prescriptions for this area
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were not developed to maximize production of wood products,

but to improve the quality and diversity of the landscape

for a variety of uses.4'

The project was scheduled to run from 1977 through 1978

at a cost of $4.3 million ($125.51/acre) of which $3.3

million would be provided by the U.S. Forest Service

($96.32/acre in federal funds).4'

There were a number of treatments involved in the pilot

project to meet the diversity of the goals of the vegetation

management plan. These treatments were as follows41:

1. Thin 13,204 acres;

2. Cut and chemically treat (Lindane or EDB), burn or

remove current year's newly infested trees - 6,515

acres;

3. Accomplish fuel reduction through piling, burning or

chipping - 17,017 acres;

4. Create Fuel Breaks - 1,300 acres;

5. Reforestation including browse for wildlife - 1,290

acres.

6. Seeding of wildlife browse and cover species - 815

acres.

7. Build wildlife brush piles - 7000 acres.

One observer believed the mountain pine beetle

epidemic subsided in the treated project area at the same

time as in untreated areas33 This would imply that the

direct suppression techniques had no effect on the mountain

pine beetle population, although there were some positive
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effects to scenic quality and reduced fire hazards in a

residential area.

D. Summit County Integrated Forest Management Project,

Dillon District, White River National Forest

Summit County is a major outdoor recreation center on

the western slope of Colorado just a few hours' drive west of

Denver. It receives more than 2.5 million visitor days of

use annually.42 Its recreation resources can be summarized

as follows:

1. Green Mountain and Dillon Reservoirs, both available

for summer recreation. Dillon has a yacht club and

annual sailing races;

2. Four major downhill ski areas: Arapahoe Basin,

Copper Mountain, Keystone, and Breckenridge. The

latter three are partially located in lodgepole pine;

3. A magnificent Rocky Mountain forest setting,

including the Eagles Nest Wilderness and adjacent

undeveloped backcountry;

4. A four-lane interstate highway which puts at least

56% of the population of the state of Colorado

(population of the Denver-Boulder Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Area)38 within a one to three hour drive of

Summit County;

5. A large investment in overnight accommodations

*
The Dillon District which covers Summit County is actually
part of the Arapaho National Forest, but it is administered
by the White River National Forest due to its location on
the western side of the continental divide.
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consisting of second homes, condominiums, and motels;

6. The Denver Stapleton Airport which flies recreation

visitors, especially skiers, in from all over the

country and the world.

Most of the overnight accommodations are located in and

around the towns of Dillon, Frisco, Silverthorne and

Breckenridge. The vegetation in and around this area, which

includes the Dillon reservoir, is predominantly lodgepole pine.

Summit County covers 184,800 acres of which 144,500

consists of National Forest land administered by Dillon

Ranger District.46 The remaining 40,300 acres belong to the

BLM, the Denver Water Board, and private land-owners. Of

this area, 37,720 acres of National Forest Land and 13,500

acres of other ownership land are considered susceptible to

mountain pine beetle epidemics.46 The area most susceptible

to the beetles just happens to be the area surrounding the

four towns mentioned above and the Dillon Reservoir.

A mountain pine beetle outbreak began in this area in

1978.46 It was seen not as a loss of timber, but as a

significant loss in property values, due to loss of tree

cover in and around recreational property. There had been a

substantial investment in residential and commercial

property in this area in the last ten years. Part of the

value of that property was considered to be the trees on and

surrounding this private property. Walsh estimated how much

tree cover added to improved property values on the Front

Range of Colorado.48 Applying Walsh's equations to Summit

County, where the average stand density is 296 trees/acre,
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the value of trees to an acre of private improved property

is $3200.00.48 At 130 trees/acre, which is optimal, th

value of trees to an acre of improved private property

increases to $7000.Q0.48 The main fear was that the

mountain pine beetles would kill all the trees on an

individual tract of land. An outbreak hit the nearby

Ptarmigan Hill subdivision in the late 60's and early 70's

and died down in the middle 70's. All

Ptarmigan Hill subdivision were killed

case is the exception to the rule, usu

beetles will not kill all the trees in

Today the area looks like a meadow.16

the trees in the

(The Ptarmigan Hill

ally mountain pine

a given area).2°

Currently property

owners are trying to obtain tax write-offs for the trees

killed on their land.16

Private property owners wanted to take action against

the beetle and turned to the local county extension agent

for help.'6 Drawing on the experience from the Colorado

Front Range Vegetative 4anagement Project, the extension

agent began marking infested trees on request by private

property owners.'6 Once marked, it was then the property

owner's responsibility to have the trees cut down and

sprayed or have the tree removed to a safe area where the

beetles could not spread.'6

It shortly became evident that the extension agent had

more work than he could handle.'6 The Summit County

government then began donating $30,000.00 per year toward

controlling the beetles.'6
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The mountain pine beetle control efforts were popular

with the local property owners, as it was seen as a way to

prevent what had happened in the Ptarmigari Hill Subdivision.

The direct suppression techniques used were seen by the

locals as an effective way of treating the problem. As

such, the overall program had much local support.

The county government organized private citizens to

watch out for infested trees on each block of the various

subdivisions in the county.'6 In this way, those who were

practicing direct suppression could be assured their

nountain pine beetle control investments would not be wasted

by those who either did not know about infested trees on

their property or were not willing to treat their infested

trees.

It would be each lookout's responsibility to discover

infested trees and report them to the county, which would

then contact and encourage the landowner to have their

infested trees treated. The county had the authority to

condemn infested trees, treat them and bill the owner, but

this power was seldom needed.16 From 1978 to 1981 there was

still a major local landowner who was not participating, the

U.S. Forest Service.

In 1982, the U.S. Forest Service became directly

involved in funding and on-the-ground mountain pine beetle

control work. The project was a joint effort between the

U.S. Forest Service, the Colorado State Forest Service

representing Summit County and private land-owners, and the

towns of Dillon, Frisco, Silverthorne and Breckenridge. The
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project also included similar susceptible lodgepole pine

stands in the adjoining Eagle County, but for the purposes

of this analysis, I will only discuss those actions taken in

Summit County.

The overall long-term plan was to harvest and

regenerate all susceptible lodgepole pine stands on slopes

less than 50% in the county in the next 30 years.46,39 The

more immediate plan was to practice direct suppression

within a 16,000 acre protection zone consisting of National

Forest and other intermixed ownership landaround Dillon

Reservoir, Dillon, Frisco, and Silverthorne and adjacent to

Breckenridge (See figure 1). This was done to help protect

private property values in the area, and supplement work

already being done by private land-owners.

The long-term silvicultural program would require

harvesting: 27,454 acres of lodgepole in the 30 years in

Summit County, 21,878 acres would be on National Forest land,

and the rest would be on other ownerships. For the White

River's part, it would require harvesting 729.27 acres of

lodgepole pine each of those 30 years.

The total acreage of lodgepole pine in Summit County is

71,328 acres. Of this, 61,194 acres are considered to be

susceptible to mountain pine beetle epidemics. Of these

susceptible acres, approximately 452 would be scheduled for

harvest. The remaining acres were either in wilderness,

RARE II lands, or were too steep to harvest commercially.46

From 1982 to 1984, federal funding for National Forest
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Figure 1. Map of Direct Suppression Area Near Dillon Colroado
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lands amounted to approximately $2,000,000.00 in Summit

County.25 Most of this funding (approximately

$1,500,000.00) was spent on direct suppression. Costs for

the direct suppression were $14.98/tree when the work could

not be sold as a commercial timber sale and had to be

contracted out, and $2.38/tree when the work could be sold

as a commercial sale. For the '82 to '84 period,

$1,391,134.00 was spent on the contract work and $108,804.00

was spent on commercial sale work, in addition to spending

$60,000 to locate infested trees.25

As was mentioned above, the direct suppression work was

rather popular with the local private land-owners, and was

heavily supported by the Summit County government. The

County Commissioners have a reputation for being very active

in what goes on in the county. In 1983 when the mountain

pine beetle epidemic was at or just past its highest level,

the county received word that federal funding for the

mountain pine beetle project would be ended, reportedly in

favor of a Boll Weevil control program somewhere in the

Southern United States.16 The response of the County

Commissioners was to fly to Washington, D.C. and explain

their problem face-to-face with the people making the

decisions.'6 Apparently they were successful, as the funding

was continued.

During the first several years (1978 to 1984) of the

program, most of the funds were spent on direct suppression

of the mountain pine beetles. The regeneration harvesting

which was designed to provide longterm effects in reducing
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future mountain pine beetle epidemics had not begun. More

recently it has, and the proposed harvests have sparked

opposition from some of the same people who supported the

earlier direct suppression work.25''6'2° It seems that the

opposition is not so much against the timber harvests

themselves, but against the timber roads which are needed to

gain access to the trees.25''6'2°

Today, the epidemic seems to be subsiding, but direct

suppression still continues in and around the resort areas.

It has changed, though. The infested trees are no longer

routinely sprayed. They are simply cut down and taken to

safe areas, which are far enough from live lodgepole pine

that the beetles cannot emerge and find new trees to

infest. 16

It has not been demonstrated that the direct

suppression techniques used in Summit County were effective

in reducing mountain pine beetle infestions. What can be

said about this effort is that it removed most of the

evidence that there ever was an epidemic in the area. A

Summit County realtor and former Colorado State Forest

Service employee said now that the area has been cleaned up,

most newcomers to the area would have a hard time telling

there had ever been a problem in the area.33
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IV. Types Of Mountain Pine Beetle Control Strategies

In order for mountain pine beetle management techniques

to be effective, they need to be directed to some overall

management strategy. This prevents conflicting management

activities, and helps get the most out of those which are

used.

1. Food Limited Model

The Food Limited Model states that once a mountain pine

beetle population has reached epidemic levels, it can infest

and kill any tree no matter how vigorous it is. It states

that the beetles are limited mostly by the food available.

This seems to be supported by observations of beetles

killing poorly stocked and presumably more vigorous trees at

a higher rate than more densely stocked stands or stands

which are heavily infested with mistle-toe and are less

vigorous.

There is one basic strategy to use with the Food

Limited Model: do not provide enough food for mountain pine

beetle populations to build up to epidemic levels. This can

be done by managing for small diameters in which the beetles

do not do well, by either thinning from above, or using

short rotations. Another method is to favor other species

which the mountain pine beetle does not attack.

Managing for small diameters provides trees which have

thin phloem, and high beetle and blue stain fungi

resistance. This is considered to mean not letting any

trees get much larger than 8" DBH, or more than 80 years
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old.

Favoring other species will work best in mixed stands.

Here the mountain pine beetle speeds up the successional

process. Planting other species may or may not work,

depending on individual site conditions. Planting is very

expensive, costing $300.00 or more per acre.37

Managing lodgepole pine so as to reduce the amount of

food available to the beetles at one time can involve

managing on a grand scale. This would prevent the beetles

from ever finding enough big vigorous trees to ever get an

epidemic rolling. Managing on such a scale is usually

impractical due to budget limitations.

2. Protection Zone

A compromise to the grand scale of management sometimes

implied by a pure food limited strategy would be a

protection zone strategy. The purpose of the protection

zone strategy is to concentrate available funds for mountain

pine beetle work adjacent to high value areas, and not

spread it thinly throughout a forest. Efforts to practice

mountain pine beetle management on a grand scale in the

past have not been successful. Its basic premise is that

one cannot stop the beetle, nor can one afford to manage

every stand; one can only reduce the risk of inevitable

epidemics. The methods used in a protection zone strategy

would not differ from those of a pure food limited strategy;

only the area of application would differ.

Under this strategy high value target areas, such as

the best lodgepole sites, high value recreation property,
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etc, would be identified. One would identify a protection

zone or buffer around the target area to be protected.

Within the buffer, one would thin from above or clear-cut to

reduce the amount of food available to the beetles. Within

the target area, one might

grow larger diameter trees

or preserve large diameter

model assumes the mountain

the area to be protected.

difficult for the mountain

area.

practice management either to

than would otherwise be possible,

high recreation value trees. The

pine beetles are not already in

The objective is to make it

pine beetles to enter the target

In determining the width of the buffer, one must

understand that the land area and cost of maintaining the

buffer will increase exponentially, while the additional

protection provided by each additional increment in width

will decrease. The most scarce resource of a land

management agency is not the trees, the land, nor the

recreation resort, but the agency's budget. While it may or

may not be desirable to manage lodgepole pine on a grand

scale, it is seldom practical due to budget constraints.

Under constrained budgets it is best to try to protect the

most valuable resources, when it has been determined some

kind of mountain pine beetle protection will be done.
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V. Financial Costs of Mountain Pine Beetle Control

The costs of mountain pine beetle management can grow

rather quickly. One can easily spend more on mountain pine

beetle management than financial and other benefits would

warrant. It is best to know up front what the costs and

returns in dollars from mountain pine beetle management will

be. A manager's most scarce resource is his budget, and

must be spent only on those projects which bring the most

benefits per dollar spent. Having an understanding of the

net returns of a proposed project will go a long way in

helping to decide whether to implement it or not. The costs

and returns from the three basic types of mountain pine

beetle management (preventative spraying, direct

suppression, and silvicultural techniques) are discussed

below.

Preventative spraying costs from $3.00 to $5.00 per

tree and a treatment will remain effective for two years.

Direct suppression accomplished on individual trees costs

about $15.00 per tree, and is only done once to a given

tree. The initial Preventative spraying is cheaper per tree

than direct suppression, but preventative spraying usually

involves treating more trees and more than one application

to a single tree during an epidemic. As a result, during an

epidemic, preventative spraying can cost more than direct

suppression. The costs of direct suppression can be reduced

by $3.00 to $5.00 per tree by not spraying.

Direct suppression falls into two different categories.
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Treatment of individual trees and the timely commercial

harvest of heavily infested stands before the beetles emerge

in summer. Commercial harvesting is much cheaper at $2.40

or more per tree than treatment of individual trees. In

addition, the proceeds from a commercial timber sale help to

reduce the cost even more. The problem with commercial

harvesting is that the roads may not be built in time, or

the timber operator may not be able to fall and remove

infested trees before the beetles emerge in summer to infest

new trees. One must also be careful when transporting any

infested tree that beetles are not emerging as the timber is

being hauled away. This may spread to beetles miles beyond

where they would normally go.

Silvicultural treatments comprise standard lodgepole

management and harvesting techniques, designed specifically

to deal with the mountain pine beetle.

Lodgepole pine is not a highly valuable species to work

with when compared to other Western United States timber

species. While National Forest Lodgepole bid prices (bid

prices include credits for roads and KV payments55) averaged

$29.41/MBF, $39.56/MBF, and $32.78/MBF, in '77, '78 and '79

respectively, other species brought up to five times as

much. Even worse, Rocky Mountain timber generally sells for

less than similar timber species in other parts of the

Western United States.36

A comparison of Rocky Mountain average National Forest

stumpage prices (bid prices) with average National Forest

stumpage prices for the entire Western United States is
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provided below:36

Species and Year Rocky Mtn Western U.S.

East side Doug Fir
77
78
79

Lodgepole Pine
77
78
79

Ponderosa Pine
77
78
79

Englemann Spruce
77
78
79

Aspen

s/MB F

16.80
6.36
6.57

11.97
30.19
8.62

s/MB F

53.76
73. 26
65.57

29.41
39.56
32.78

J. Ulrich

Standard
Deviation

5/MB F

18.70
31.00
19.61

26.22
19.53
12.43

34.27 117.74 33.33
27.55 162.61 57.43
11.52 195.22 72.99

15.59 39.46 72.99
37.29 68.74 23.69
8.50 47.20 30.25

77 1.50 2.03 .69
78 2.10 4.61 4.26
79 2.76 3.30 1.46

The average site class for lodgepole pine in the

White River National Forest area is approximately 60.1,47,25

This means that on the average a 100-year-old lodgepole pine

is about 60 feet tall. Alexander has proposed a number of

intensive management regimes for Central Rocky Mountain

lodgepole pine site classes, including site class 60, which

are designed to maximize production of lodgepole pine. The

present net value (PNV) (4% interest rate) per acre of the

extreme ranges of the growing stock levels Alexander
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presents are listed below:

Growing Entry 80 Year 120 Year
Stock Interval Rotation Rotation
Level Years #PCT's DBI-I PNV #PCT's DBI-L PNV

160 20 3 8.5 -$65.14 3 11.5 -$74.79

160 30 3 8.2 -$49.59 3 10.6 -$59.97

40 20 1 13.5 -$55.78 1 20.7 -$58.12

40 30 1 12.7 -$46.80 1 18.9 -$48.11

+ PCT precommercial thin

All the PNV's are negative. Lodgepole pine would have

to greatly increase in value for any intensive management

regime to break even. In order for the most efficient of

the above prescriptions to break even, 13" lodgepole would

have to get a $116.00/MBF stumpage price, almost four times

as much as the 77-79 average.

These PNV calculations do not include all the costs

normally associated with a sale. They do not include road

*
Alexander's prescriptions cover growing stock levels 40
through 160 in 20 unit increments, in addition to entries
at 10, 20, and 30 year intervals for 120 and 80 year
rotations. The PNV table includes only the 40 and 160
growing stock levels and the 20 and 30 year entry intervals.
The 10 year entry interval was considered too expensive to
include in the analys. Costs were obtained from the White
River National Forest and are as follows; Timber sale
preparation $12.75/MBF, Timber sale administration
$4.16/MBF, and precommercial thinning at 147.11/acre. All
costs are real 1982 dollars. The stumpage price ($31.14/MBF)
was obtained from weighted average stumpage values from the
Rocky Mountain Region in 1977, 1978, and 1979 adjusted to
1982 real dolrs with Lumber and Wood Products Producer
Price Indices Volumes and DBH's were obtained from
Alexander's study1 Two assumptions are made in the
analysis; first, 18" DBH lodgepole will bring twice the
normal stumpage price, and the net cost of a commercial thin
will be 1/2 the cost of a commercial thin. Stands are
assumed to have 1000 trees per acre and the first entry is
at age 30.1
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costs, site preparation costs, or other management costs.

These costs were not included in the above analysis because

good estimates of them were not available. The point is,

intensive lodgepole pine management is difficult to

financially justify.

In fact, it seems difficult in the Rocky Mountain

Region to simply have stumpage values pay for the road and

other management costs of just harvesting the trees. Beuter

reports that 98% of the volume sold in 1981 and 96% of the

volume sold in 1982 from National Forest lands in the Rocky

Mountain Region were deficit sales.9 Rocky Mountain

lodgepole pine is a low value timber species which is

expensive to manage intensively and at times expensive to

simply harvest. The decision to manage or not, or to

harvest or not, is not a purely financial decision; other

nonrnarket considerations must also be brought into the

decision.

There are two additional financial considerations to

take into account when contemplating a large mountain pine

beetle salvage operation or an accelerated harvest of green

lodgepole ahead of an anticipated mountain pine beetle

epidemic:

1. Reducing costs

2. Flooding the sturnpage market with National Forest

timber.

One way to make National Forest lodgepole stumpage more

valuable is to reduce the costs of setting up and

administering lodgepole sales. A novel way of accomplishing
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this is to sell lodgepole by the acre, instead of the board

foot. Most National Forest timber is sold by the board

foot, which means the timber operator is charged only for

the timber removed from the sale area. Such a process

requires an accurate cruise of the sale area, and careful

monitoring during harvesting to make sure the operator pays

for all the wood removed from the sale. For low value

timber such as lodgepole pine, this quickly becomes an

expensive practice.

Selling trees by the acre will allow for a less

intensive cruise, and will greatly reduce the administrative

costs, as there is no need to monitor the volume removed

from the sale area by the operator. The Targhee National

Forest will soon begin using such a program for its sales,

based on the experience of the Idaho Panhandle National

Forest which already has such a sale program in effect.7

Stumpage values, like values for most other commodities

or services, are subject to a downward sloping demand curve.

This simply means that the seller can affect the price by

varying the amount sold. If more timber is auctioned, other

things being equal, then prices will decrease. If a forest

puts up as much or more timber volume than all its

purchasers can handle, there is little reason for them to

compete for the various sales. All sales therefore tend to

go for minimum bid. On the other hand, if there is a little

competition for the various sales, the forest will obtain a

more equitable return for its timber.
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Unfortunately, mountain pine beetle salvage programs

and accelerated harvests of green timber can have just such

an excess supply effect. They tend to dump as much dead

and/or green timber on the market as local industry can

handle. The result is a very low stumpage price, and a high

cost to the U.S. treasury.
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The politics of mountain pine beetle nanagement can

make or break a given mountain pine beetle project. It is

especially important when action or inaction will impose

costs or provide benefits to a significant number of people.

A manager must be able to determine how the public feels

about mountain pine beetle management, as well as how

strongly they feel. Making decisions outside of intense

public positions can be disastrous to the decision maker, as

well as to forest resources.

It is said there are two basic types of natural

resource decisions: professional decisions and policy

decisions.8 Professional decisions relate to technical

matters and are concerned with how to get things done.8

Policy decisions determine what, where, and when things will

get done and either directly or indirectly grant benefits
0

and impose costs on various user and nonuser groupS.t As

benefits and costs are at stake, such decisions tend to be

political in nature. It is possible in theory to separate

policy decisions from professional decisions, as has been

done in this paper. In practice it usually is not possible.

Any given decision will have policy aspects and professional

aspects all at the same time.

Natural resource policy decisions are inherently

political in nature, because they grant benefits to user or

interest groups which a decision favors and/or imposes costs

which more often than not are borne by somebody else. For
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costs, not only does one consider the taxes people pay, but

also one considers the loss of perceived rights as a result

of a decision. For example, when high value timber land is

designated wilderness, wilderness users and supporters

receive benefits from the decision, all taxpayers contribute

to managing the wilderness and suffer from the loss of

timber revenues, and local timber companies lose the use of

those timber lands. The people benefitting from a policy

decision are predominantly not the people bearing the costs

of the decision. This is because the people benefitting

have more political influence on the decision in question

than those who do not benefit. The people benefitting have

more political clout because they are the ones who care

enough and able to mobilize the resources needed to

participate in the decision. These people form the public

consensus, or the majority opinion of those people with the

interest, the power, and the determination to require that a

particular course of action be taken. Those who do not

benefit from such a decision either do not care, do not

care as much as the people benefitting, or cannot mobilize

the resources needed to participate in the decision. If a

manager is looking for strong support for a particular

decision, he should know that it will not be found outside

of the public consensus. Also, it should be clear that

fierce opposition will come from this group if a decision is

not consistent with the public consensus.

In the case of a proposed direct suppression project

adjacent to high value, privately owned recreation property,
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the public consensus can be very strong. Here, theprivate

property owners may be demanding something be done to

protect their property from a mountain pine beetle epidemic.

This group will often be the winners of a direct suppression

program. They care the most because they believe they have

the most to lose if nothing is done. With their common

cause, they can join together and develop the infrastructure

to form an effective coalition which can get local

politicians behind them. Such a coalition of the public

consensus can also effectively lobby U.S. Senators,

Congressmen, and a manager's superiors.

The losers of a direct suppression program are

generally the U.S. taxpayers. Due to the very small impact

on their taxes, they in general are not willing to go to the

effort to participate in such a local decision. Basically,

they do not care or do not care enough to participate.

There may not always be a recognizable public

consensus. Either public attitudes will not be very

intense, or they will be very intense but of opposite and

equal extremes where no clear course of action can be

determined. When public attitudes are not very intense, a

manager may proceed, with caution, in assuming the decision

will be predominantly a professional decision instead of a

policy decision. When opposing interest groups are of equal

power, a manager's best course of action is to try to

facilitate a compromise in which a public consensus can be

reached, as without a consensus, developing a defensible
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decision will be almost impossible.

Assuming a consensus exists, a prudent manager will

discover and, with professional expertise, try to influence

the public toward a particular policy decision. The prudent

manager will then abide by whatever the consensus may be,

making the best of the situation. To go against such a

consensus in the name of efficiency, the public good (which

doesn't XSt8) or sound management could be disastrous

unless one has the support of the law behind him. A

decision made contrary to the public consensus may likely be

overturned, the resource manager may lose credibility with

the public, and he may lose the ability to be an effective

resource manager.

The decision to use direct suppression techniques

adjacent to high value private recreation property can be a

politically motivated decision. Even though controversy

surrounds silvicultural techniques, they are still a

manager's best chance to control mountain pine beetle

populations. Direct suppression techniques have been

demonstrated to be of value only in delaying an epidemic;

they will not stop it. Yet Direct suppression may still be

used because of political pressure from private property

owners.

Direct suppression gives an individual landowner the

feeling of being able to do something to fight the beetles.

The idea is to cut down the tree and kill the beetles still

living in it. It is a way of getting back. In theory the

method should work, but in practice it does not. Direct
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suppression does have some advantages, though. It does

reduce fire hazards by preventing fuel buildups and it does

clean up beetle-killed stands to the point that people not

familiar with the area cannot tell the beetles were ever

there. In resort towns, these two benefits alone could

warrant a direct suppression program.

Part of the problem in a preference of direct

suppression over silvicultural techniques is the timing of

the benefits received from both techniques. The benefits of

direct suppression are immediate, the tree is cut down, the

beetles are supposedly killed, and the foreground scenery is

improved, all in a period of a day or less. The benefits of

silvicultural techniques will not be realized for 10, 20, or

even 100 years into the future. It is difficult to develop

intense feelings about something which will happen 100 years

in the future.

If a manager recognizes direct suppression is

inevitable due to political pressure (that is, he would be

roasted alive politically if nothing was done), it is still

possible to make the best of the situation. He can reduce

the size of the protection zone to as small an area as

possible, and save money by not spraying the trees, thereby

maximizing the benefits from the program, while at the same

time minimizing the costs.
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VII. Effects of Mountain Pine Beetle Control Policies on
Other Resources

1ountain pine beetle management action or inaction can

affect many nonmarket values, in addition to effects on

market values not usually considered. These values will

often be the reason mountain pine beetle management actions

are taken. Considering these values will help a manager get

the most out of his management dollar, and they may be the

key behind a public consensus. Understanding the reasons

for a public consensus will help a manager in working with

the groups forming theconsensus.

A. Fire

Lodgepole pine is a species adapted to a fire

ecosystem. The mountain pine beetle fits into this system

when the beetles attack lodgepole toward the end of the

tree's life cycle. The pine dies, a fuel bed is prepared,

and a fire eventually finishes what the beetle started. The

serotinous cones on the lodgepole then open under the heat

of the forest fire, the seeds fall into the ashbed, and a

new forest develops.53

Taking no action to remove beetle-infested trees

through direct suppression or salvage sales will mean that

a given stand may eventually catch fire and burn down.

A fire can be devastating or it can help regenerate a

stand at a substantial savings. A fire starting in beetle-

killed lodgepole, where fuel loading is high, will burn

hotter and be more destructive than in a live stand.6 Such

a fire may be difficult to stop, and it may enter green,
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healthy, high value timber stands of lodgepole or other

species. Such a fire could eliminate timber inventories

needed for local dependent industry.

A fire in beetle-killed lodgepole can also speed

regeneration of the stand. For the Cost of controlling the

fire, it will remove the downfall, provide seed and a seed

bed quicker and probably cheaper than if the stand were

salvage harvested. Fire has been a natural part of

lodgepole regeneration for thousands of years.

In recreation areas, especially those interspaced with

high value, privately-owned recreation land, fire starting

in beetle-killed stands can present a seriousrisk to life

and property.

If action to control the mountain pine beetle is taken

in the form of direct suppression, accelerated harvesting of

green timber or salvage, the fuel loading problem will be

avoided. Regeneration harvesting in conjunction

with salvage can be used to break continuous stands of

beetle-killed lodgepole into smaller, more manageable blocks,

reducing the risk of very large fires. Later, the individual

blocks can either be harvested or burned, depending on

industry's need for timber, the cost of harvesting vs the

cost of burning, and the need to speed up regeneration.

B. Visual Quality

The U.S. Forest Service has developed a Visual

Management System.54 It defines a vista by distance zones,

variety class and sensitivity levels. The definitions of
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the distance zones are as follows:

1. Foreground Zone - The limit of this zone is the
distance at which details can be perceived, which
normally is one-quarter to one-half mile from the
observer. Within this distance zone, individual
boughs of trees form the texture of the vista.

2. Middleground Zone - This zone extends from the
foreground zone to 3 - 5 miles from the observer.
Here texture normally is characterized by the
masses of trees in stands of uniform tree cover.
Individual trees are usually only discernible in
very open or sparse stands.

3. Background Zone - This
middleground zone to I
stands of uniform tree
weak or non-existent.
timber stands, texture
patterns of trees.

zone extends from the
nfinity. The texture in
cover is generally very
In very open or sparse
is seen as groups or

Variety classes are obtained by classifying the

landscape into different degrees of variety. This

determines those landscapes which are most important and

those which are of lesser value from the standpoint of

scenic quality. The classification is based on the premise

that all landscapes have some value, but those with the most

variety or diversity have the greatest potential for high

scenic. There are three different variety classes:

distinctive, common, and minimal, and they are defined as

follows

1. Distinctive - This variety class refers to those
areas where features of landform, vegetative
patterns, water forms and rock formations are of
unusual or outstanding visual quality.

2. Common - This variety class refers to those areas
where features contain variety in form, line,
color, and/or texture, but tend to be common
throughout the character type and are not
outstanding in visual quality.

3. Minimal - This variety class refers to thoseareas
whose features have little change in form, line,
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color, or texture.

Sensitivity levels are a measure of people's concern

for the scenic quality of the landscape. Sensitivity level

is classed into high, average, and low levels. Those areas

with the highest sensitivity level are those areas around

primary resorts, winter sports areas, and primary summer

home tracts.54

The mountain pine beetle usually does not devastate

entire stands,43 the forest will still be green after an

epidemic has run through it.33 The most noticeable effects,

the red tops of recently killed trees, will be gone after a

few seasons. Once a mountain pine beetle epidemic has run

through an area, foreground vistas will be the ones most

severely affected as the beetle-killed trees will be very

noticeable at short distances.

Tourists, because they tend to be uninformed about

mountain beetle damage, are likely to be either neutral or

moderately positive toward the red top stage of diseased

crowns, as long as the red crowns do not dominate the forest

scene.1° This concept applies mostly to background vistas,

where individual trees blend together in a continuous green

mountain setting. Brown tops can provide variety to such a

setting and actually improve visual quality, as long as the

viewer is naive as to the cause of the brown trees. The

dead spikes which are left after the needles fall off of

beetle-killed trees will blend in with the surrounding

green trees in background vistas.

In and around high value recreation property, where
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foreground vistas predominate and sensitivity levels are

very high, large expenditures by individual private property

owners, and the U.S. Forest Service may be warranted to

improve scenic quality after an epidemic. Here, the removal

of individual infested trees, as part of a direct

suppression program or thinning from above, can eliminate a

majority of mountain pine beetle-caused visual damage.33

Regeneration harvesting using clear-cuts may improve or

degrade visual quality over that of a beetle-killed stand.

If done properly, clear-cutting can improve background and

middle ground vistas in minimal variety class vistas, but

the manager must be aware that anything done in an otherwise

continuous stand will be very noticeable whether the effect is

visually good or bad. Clearcuts adjacent to high value

recreation property probably have more potential to degrade

visual quality than to improve it, at least in the short

run. Here in foreground vistas, sensitivity levels are high

and everything a manager does will receive a great deal of

scrutiny.

The manager must also be aware of visual quality

prescriptions which propose to improve visual quality in

the future (10 - 100 years) at the expense of the present.

Such a prescription could be one which calls for clear-

cutting a stand adjacent to a subdivision with the promise

that the new stand will be managed to produce vigorous trees

resistant to mountain pine beetles. For political reasons,

the short run visual quality will be the most important
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consideration. Private property owners will have little

concern for how the area will look in the distant future.

They are more concerned about the present visual quality and

value of their property.

C. Private Property

Live trees on high value, improved recreation property

can represent a significant portion of the value of that

property. Walsh determined the ideal density of trees/acre

on improved, privately-owned recreation property on the

Colorado Front Range to be approximately 130 trees/acre.48

At 130 trees/acre the trees added approximately $7700.00 to

the value of each acre.48 If the number of trees per acre

was greater or declined, their contribution to the value of

each acre would decline.48

The average number of trees per acre on private land in

Summit County, Colorado was 296 trees per acre. Here it

might be possible for a mountain pine beetle epidemic to

actually improve property values by thinning a stand down to

a more desirable density. The disadvantage with having the

beetles do the thinning is the unpredictable pattern in

which they might kill trees.

Taking action to prevent the mountain pine beetles from

killing individual trees on private land can be an expensive

and unpredictable undertaking. Preventative spraying is the

only method which has been demonstrated to be effective, and

its effectiveness only lasts for two years, when it must be

reapplied.

Direct suppression has been demonstrated to be
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effective only in slowing down and prolonging an epidemic.

The side effects of direct suppression, removing unsightly

beetle-killed snags, may make this effort at least partially

worthwhile.

Pre-epidemic silvicultural techniques may or may not be

in the private landowner's best interests. A typical

prescription would call for thinning from above, removing

the largest trees in the stand which that model says the

beetles do best in. Here the owner would lose the esthetic

value of the large trees, but would receive a modest return

if he can sell them commercially.

As the beetles don't kill all the large diameter trees

in a stand all the time, it may be prudent to just let an

epidemic run its course, then salvage the trees which are

actually killed. This is especially true if dead wood sells

for more than green wood, as it does on the White River

National Forest54

On National Forest land adjacent to private property, a

manager may want to set up protection zones or buffers to

reduce the risk of an epidemic running from National Forest

land to private land.

D. Wildlife

From 1 to 10 years after an infestation, snags will

provide perches and nesting sites for raptors and cavity-

nesting birds. Shrubs and herbaceous vegetation that

develop in openings will provide browse, berries and cover

for nesting and foraging birds, bears, and large
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ungulates

From 11 to 30 years after an infestation, snags will

become fewer, but downfall will increase creating access

problems for wild as well as domestic animals, but bird

species will become more diverse.6

After 30 years snags will become uncommon, and decay of

downfall will reduce the problem of access by large animals.

The eventual closing of the canopy will result in improved

squirrel and ungulate cover.6

Salvaging, or regeneration harvesting before an

epidenic, will remove the dead trees and eliminate the

downfall which would otherwise limit access by ungulates.

Removal of all snags will also remove habitat for raptors

and cavity-nesting birds.

The resulting road system needed to support direct

suppression, or silvicultural mountain pine beetle control

techniques, may provide more access for hunters, but due to

lack of solitude may also decrease available big game

habitat and eliminate any wildlife advantages of entering

the beetle-infested stand.

E. Water

Water production will increase during the first 10

years after an infestation.6 Large fires in a beetle-

killed stand may later cause siltation of local streams due

to runoff. Direct suppression will reduce the fire hazard

and the risk of post fire stream siltation.

Salvage and regeneration harvesting may also present

stream siltation problems, but these practices may also
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increase water yields. The White River National Forest

estimated that 15 acre clearcuts would increase water

production by .5 acre-feet/year.45

F. National Forest Faci1it

Taking no action to remove beetle-killed trees near

National Forest facilities can result in significant

problems. Falling trees can damage buildings, crush picnic

tables, knock down power lines, and kill or injure people.

Many trees can be blown down during a single storm, iiaking

miles of roads and trails inaccessible overnight.37

Preventative spraying of high value trees can prevent

the windfall problem of beetle-killed trees. After an

epidemic, the falling of hazard trees away from facilities

will also prevent future damage. Certainly direct

suppression, salvage, and regeneration harvesting will also

effectively deal with the problem, using a protection zone

strategy either in anticipation of an epidemic, or after an

epidemic.

C. Timber

If the beetles are killing trees on the most productive

sites, or they threaten these sites, then some kind of

action may be warranted to deal with the problem.

If the beetles are killing trees or threatening trees

in other than the most productive sites, one must take a

harder look before deciding to act. Mountain pine beetle

salvage and accelerated harvests can take up a significant

part of a forest's timber budget, unless the forest is
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successful in gaining special appropriations. The manager

must consider if it is appropriate to spend a majority of

available timber funds on the poorer timber lands. What

effect will diverting funds away from the best timber lands

have on the productivity of those lands? Will it flood the

local timber market with cheap stumpage and reduce net

returns to treasury and the ability of a forest to compete

for regional timber budgets, or will spending money in

infested stands simply allow a forest's better stands to

grow another twenty years, at which time they will bring a

higher return?
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From the past experiences of the Targhee, Flathead,

Kootenai, Arapaho-Roosevelt, and White River National

Forests, it can be said that mountain pine beetle programs

are large, expensive projects which do not always produce

the desired results. They can consume significant portions

of a forest's timber budget and personnel resources for many

years.

From a biological standpoint, there are no easy quick

and sure paths to controlling mountain pine beetle epidemics

in lodgepole pine. Using the Food Limited model, one can

manage lodgepole for short rotations, but in the process

give up the opportunity to grow large trees which will bring

high stumpage values. If one does nothing before an

epidemic begins, one accepts the risk of such, but there is

also the reward of obtaining larger trees which by luck are

never attacked.

The beetles spread very quickly, often faster than a

forest's ability to gear up for an epidemic. Often, a

forest will begin an accelerated harvest program, along with

an accelerated road construction program in an effort to

beat the mountain pine beetle to the remaining live timber,

only to have the beetles win the race.

From a financial standpoint, lodgepole pine will not

support intensive management. Historically lodgepole

stumpage generates low stumpage values when compared to

other Western timber species. In the Rocky Mountains, it
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sells for less than in other regions in the Western United

States. When salvage programs or accelerated harvests of

green timber are implemented, one can flood the stumpage

market and receive only minimum bid for stumpage.

There are innovative methods for reducing costs (sell

timber by the acre) or getting as much out of the timber as

possible (allowing primary operators yard material they

do not want near roads, so it can be sold to other operators,

or to the public as firewood). These methods may improve

the net value of lodgepole stumpage, but at this time it is

not known how much these methods can help.

The U.S. Forest Service might justify a mountain pine

beetle program based on nonmarket values such as water,

wildlife, recreation, private property values, etc. The

manager must take care to see that the activities which do

take place actually produce the benefits desired. For

example, one could enter an area with the intention of

benefitting big game, but unless the timber harvest is laid

out and administered properly, one could wind up with fewer

big game animals than if nothing was done at all, a poor

management strategy to follow.

The public consensus may require that a significant

portion of a forest's mountain pine beetle control funds be

spent on other than the most effective treatments. This

same public may back a forest all the way to Washington,

D.C. in keeping those funds, as long as an epidemic is in

progress. Later, they may lose interest and actually oppose

longterm mountain pine beetle control programs. Once a
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local public consensus develops the infrastructure which can

effectively support a forest's activities, that

infrastructure can just as easily oppose a forestts

activities.

What is a manager to do? A manager should first

determine what the budget is, what are the most highly valued

resources at risk to the mountain pine beetle, where are

risk areas located, and will the local public require action

or prevent action along a desired path? (Note: by this time

the manager has thrown out those projects which the public

is actively opposed to.)

The manager will then need to estimate the net value

(net costs, non-monetary benefits, and descriptions of

nonquantifiable benefits) of taking action vs no action in

the various locations being considered to determine if a

project is really providing net public benefits. Of those

projects which will provide net public benefits, the manager

needs to determine what is the key value (wildlife, water,

timber, returns to treasury, protect scenic quality, protect

private property values, reduce fire hazard to life,

property, or high value live timber) in each and what

additional benefits can be obtained along with those of the

key value? Then he needs to determine the financial or

budgetary costs. Following these steps, the manager will

have a list of mountain pine beetle management projects,

their costs and benefits.

To this list, the manager must also add similarly
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evaluated non-mountain pine beetle projects which will

compete for the same dollars.

Next, the manager needs to identify goals and

constraints to the overall program which contains both the

mountain pine beetle projects and non-mountain pine beetle

projects. Constraints will deal with what the public

consensus requires, the budget, how much timber industry

needs, how much timber it would take to flood the market,

number of big game animals, number of hunter days, etc.

Now the manager has a list of projects with the outputs

and costs of each in terms of the constraints defined above,

but there are still some considerations which have not been

taken care of. Is it more likely that funds will be

available to remove killed trees after an epidemic around

forest facilities a little at a time on an annual basis, or

are they more likely to come as a special appropriation

after a storm has blown most of them down overnight? Which

would be the most efficient use of tax dollars?

Once a manager has all of the above information, it is

time to make a decision. The decision will have to be

defensible (the manager can answer the question "why?" when

asked by the manager's superiors or the public why one thing

was done and not another, and the answers the manager gives

are answers the manager has confidence in), yet the

decision will have to be made in a world of less than

perfect knowledge. Timber costs, timber outputs, wildlife

benefits, etc are all estimates subject to varying degrees

of error. How is a manager going to gather all the
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information available, make tradeoffs, allow for error and

come up with a defensible decision?

There are several methods available which will help

organize a manager's thoughts, such as paper models, and

more sophisticated goal-integer programming techniques.

A paper model can be used as a visual aid method

where one simply draws a vertical axis on a sheet of graph

paper, where the height of the axis corresponds to the

budget available. Then, cut out pieces of paper, each

corresponding to a given project. The width of each piece

of paper corresponds to the budget of the project and is

done at the same scale used on the graph paper. Next, the

benefits of each project are written down on the appropriate

piece of paper. The manager then plays with this system to

look for the best combination of projects. This is done by

adding or deleting projects so that they do not equal more

than the budget, yet as best as possible satisfy all the

goals and constraints.

If the choices involved are more complex than the above

method can handle and adequate information is available,

then goal-integer programming techniques may be needed.

Goal programming is a version of linear programming, where

instead of maximizing an objective function for a single

goal such as present net value, timber, wildlife, etc, goal

programming minimizes deviations from multiple targets.

Integer programming is just a method of making sure one

deals in whole numbers, assuming implementing some fraction
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of a procct is not possible Coal progra'1ning allows a

manager to require implementation of some projects, while

allowing the rest to compete for the remaining resources.

Coal programming also will allow a manager to place weights

on various goals, compare the tradeoffs of one constraint vs

another, and automatically keep track of the amount of each

constraint (number of wildlife, budget, timber receipts,

etc) being realized in a given solution. Just as in the

paper modeling process, a manager must play with a goal

programming problem, adding weights, changing constraints,

comparing tradeoffs until something close to an acceptable

solution is obtained. Goal programming will help to

organize one's thoughts, and provide a first estimate of a

final decision. Goal programming can be accomplished on a

microcomputer with the assistance from someone knowledgeable

in operations research techniques. It may cost several

thousand dollars in personnel time to conduct such an

analysis if adequate information is available, but for a

complex multimillion dollar project, the defensible solution

it helps to provide will be well worth it.

Once a manager has a paper model or a goal programming

solution, it is still necessary to check it against

important decision criteria which could not be entered into

the paper or goal programming model. These can include:

nonquantifiable benefits; the amount of risk one is willing

to take, balanced against the costs of taking the risk;

budgeting strategies; whether or not a manager has

confidence in the solution; and whether or not the manager
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believes the solution is a worthwhile use of taxpayers'

dollars.

Here is a hypothetical situation illustrating how this

decision process might be followed. A number of

simplifications have been made to facilitate making this

illustration.

The Rocky Mountain National Forest is in the middle of

a mountain pine beetle epidemic. The epidemic has gone

through half the forest's lodgepole pine stands in just a

couple of years, and the rest of the forest js expected to

be attacked within the next four years.

The Rocky Mountain National Forest has a one million

dollar timber budget. The values at risk are: 30 major

campgrounds, half of which are already infested; the four

season Rocky Mountain winter sports resort where private

landowners have been using direct suppression for two years

already; and an exceptional 5000 acre stand of site class 30

lodgepole pine which has an average DBH of 24", a volume of

24 MBF/acre and is valued at $80 .00/MBF if it can be sold to

a local mill which sells molded clear pine products.

The costs and benefits of each resource at risk is as

follows:

Campgrounds

1. Net revenue of $2000.00 each annually, but those
campgrounds which are infested will be closed down
until the beetle-killed trees are removed.

2. The cost of removing beetle-killed trees is
$4000.00 per campground, as this can be done
through commercial sales.
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3. The cost of preventative spraying is $11,250.00
for a campground for each application, and five
different applications will have to be made
between now and when the epidemic is over. The
total cost would be $60,000.00/campground or a
discounted cost (4%) of $48,379.11. The spraying
cost includes spraying 150 trees per acre, in a
15 acre area in and around each campground.

4. The summer tourist industry is heavily dependent
on National Forest campgrounds to attract tourists
to the area. This industry has formed a strong
consensus that no campgrounds should be closed,
and at the same time, they require the campgrounds
be kept attractive-looking. The summer tourist
industry generates $14,000,000.00 annually in
wages and return on investment.

Rocky Mountain Winter Sports Resort

1. The assessed valuation
recreation property is
or $25,000,000.00 is at
beetles.

of privately-owned
$500,000,000.00 of which 5%
risk to the mountain pine

2. The cost of direct suppression is expected to be
$3,000,000.00 over the next five years, for a
10,000 acre protection zone around the resort
area.

3. Thinning from above in the same area can be done
for a net cost of $75.00 per acre.

4. The consensus of the property owners is that the
Rocky Mountain National Forest must begin direct
suppression adjacent to private property, just as
the private property owners have been doing for
the last two years. The property owners say they
resent their spending money to control the beetles
on their land, while the forest does nothing,
their property values continue to fall and the beetles
keep coming in from National Forest lands to
infest their trees. This group has been very
aggressive in making their point of view, the
forest's point of view. Already a number of
congressional inquiries have come in demanding why
the Rocky Mountain National Forest has not yet
acted.

5. In addition, the property owner consensus is
opposed to clearcutting in the immediate vicinity
of the resort. They say that a beetle-killed
stand is more attractive in foreground vistas than
a clearcut.
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High Value Lodgepole Stand

1. The net return from the 5000 acre lodgepole stand
is estimated at $1640.00 per acre, if the
lodgepole is uninfested and is sold to the local
clear pine mill which has a capacity of 25 MMBF
annually.

2. The next best use of this high quality lodgepole
is one of several stud mills which have a combined
capacity of 40 MMBF, but will pay no more than
$10.00/MBF, which provides a net return of $-40.00
per acre. These stud mills usually pay $10.00 per
NBF for green timber and $5.00 per MBF for live
timber. The net return per acre at $5.00 per MI3F
is $-160.00.

3. If all of the high value lodgepole is put on the
market at once, the market will be flooded, and
the high value lodgepole will only bring
$10.00/acre, other green and live timber will go
for minimum bid at $6.00/MBF and $1.00/MBF
respectively.

4. The cost of setting up a 20,000 acre protection
zone around the high value lodgepole stand is
expected to have a net cost of $2,930,000.00.
Putting such a volume on the market will flood it,
lowering the stumpage price for all timber except
the high quality lodgepole. Logistically, it is
not possible to build the roads, and harvest the
trees in the buffer zone before the beetles arrive
in that area.

5. The timber industry will support any decision
to attempt to manage the mountain pine beetle
epidemic. The timber industry's desire for
mountain pine beetle management to occur is not
nearly as intense as either the tourist industry,
or the property owner consensus.

6. There is a chance that the high value lodgepole
pine trees have gotten to be as old and large as
they are because they have survived past epidemics
for some unknown reason. It is not known why
these trees would survive, nor can the probability
be estimated of their surviving this next epidemic.

The goals and constraints which will determine the

final decision are as follows:

1. Spend no more than the one million dollar budget;

2. Meet the demands of the tourist industry and the
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private property owners;

3. Do not flood any of the timber stumpage markets;

4. Obtain as much value out of the high value

lodgepole stand as is possible;

5. Try to have some money left over to handle some of

the regular timber program.

Given the current situation for the above three

resource values at risk, the first two decisions are rather

easy. These decisions are political decisions, and they

are: something will have to be done to keep the campgrounds

open, safe for the public, and attractive; and direct

suppression will have to be done adjacent to private

property in the Rocky Mountain Resort area. The hard

question is, how to reduce the costs of the above two

decisions, so that some money will be left over to help

reserve the stumpage values of the high value lodgepole.

The cost of treating the uninfested campgrounds can be

reduced to $7750 ($3750 for preventative spraying, and $4000

to mark and remove infested trees), if only the best 50

trees per acre are sprayed, and infested trees are marked

and removed before they turn brown. The followup

preventative spraying to be done in two years would then be

reduced to $3750.00 per campground. This brings the cost of

treating all 30 campgrounds to $176,250.00 in the first

year.

The cost of treating the 10,000 acre protection zone

around the Rocky Mountain Resort area can be reduced if the
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direct suppression zone is reduced to a narrow 2500 acre

strip bordering the resort and costing $150,000.00 annually

for the next five years, and if the remaining 7500 acres are

thinned from above over the next five years at an annual

cost of $112,500.00. The total cost of treating the resort

buffer zone would then be $265,500.

The total annual budget expenditures so far amount to

$441,750.00, leaving $558,250.00 to deal with the high value

lodgepole stand. It has been estimated that annually, 3000

acres of the 20,000 acre proposed buffer for the high value

lodgepole can be created by thinning from above on 75% of

the area and by clearcutting on the remaining 25% and this

will not flood the local stumpage market. The annual cost

of the buffer would be $198,750.00 leaving $359,500.00 to

harvest a little less than 25 MMBF of the high value

lodgepole annually, and to continue the forest's regular

timber program at a substantially reduced level.

In summary, the decision would be: to meet the

political requirements of the tourist industry and private

property owners, but using least cost methods; to provide

only that amount of buffer for the high value lodgepole

which will not flood the stumpage market for the normal size of

green timber sold on the forest; to sell only 25 MMBF

annually of the high value timber to avoid flooding the

market for it; and to assume the risk that between the buffer

and the possible natural resistance of the high value

lodgepole that this stand will remain predominantly mountain

pine beetle free.
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IX. Summary

The preceding chapters have discussed the basic

ingredients needed to decide whether or not a mountain pine

beetle management program should be implemented, and if so,

which of two strategies should be applied. The answers are

complex, expensive, and not always a sure thing. What is

most important is that a manager base such decisions on the

best information available, and not on pre-programmed

solutions developed by somebody else in another time and

place. Mountain pine beetle management programs can eat up

a lot of taxpayers' dollars, and such decisions should not

be made lightly. One should take the time to develop

defensible decisions. The basic path to a defensible

decision is as follows:

I. Identify the following:

A. What is the problem?

B. How can it be solved?

C. What methods or strategies will be most effective?

D. What is the budget?

E. What are the most highly valued resources at risk
(High value timber as risk due to the mountain
pine beetles, or due to fire; Developed facilities
such as campgrounds, trails, roads, etc.; ski
areas; high value improved private recreation
property; etc)?

F. How does the public and industry feel about
mountain pine beetle management, and how strongly
do they support or oppose such management?

II. Develop general descriptions of the projects which
could be used to manage the mountain pine beetles.

III. Classify how the public consensus feels about the
various projects into the categories presented below:
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Public Consensus
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Actively Moderately Doesn't Moderately Actively
Support Supports Care Opposes Opposes
ProJect

I

Project Project Project

Implement Continue Continue Proceed with Eliminate
these analysis analysis caution & these
projects & favor continue projects
while
reducing
costs &
maximizing
benefits

if
possible

analysis

If a consensus cannot be reached between active
supporters and active opposition, try to facilitate such a
consensus, but if at all possible, avoid making a decision
until such a consensus is reached. Any decision made under
these circumstances will most likely be overturned.

IV. Develop estimates of costs and benefits (financial,

non-monetary, and descriptive) of each project. A possible

list of benefits could include:

Net returns to treasury
Present net value
Timber provided to dependent industry
Jobs provided
RVD's of recreation
Costs saved due to action now
Reduction of fire hazard to life,

property, and high value live
timber stands

Protecting private property values
Number of wildlife
Wildlife user days
Acre-feet of water produced
Scenery preserved or enhanced
Future protection against mountain

pine beetle epidemics
Preserving stumpage markets
Ability to obtain future budgets
Protecting National Forest facilities

V. Develop list of goals and constraints, under which the

manager is operating. A list of goals and constraints

could include the following;
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Maximum & minimum acceptable budgets
Minimum & maximum timber volume to industry
Iinimum acceptable number of wildlife or wildlife

user days
Minimum acceptable net returns to treasury
Iinimum acceptable present net value
Minimum acceptable acre-feet of water production
Maximum acceptable loss of private property values

VI. Weigh the quantifiable costs and benefits of each

project against the constraints, to get the most

benefits out of those projects which would be

implemented. Use a paper model or goal programming

here if necessary, to help organize thoughts and to

explore the possibilities. Develop a tentative

decision based on quantifiable benefits and costs.

VII. Consider nonquantifiable benefits. Obtain tradeoff

values when projects containing such benefits are

required in the final decision (a paper model, and

goal programming can both be helpful here). Make new

decision based on both quantifiable and non-

quantifiable benefits.

VII. Make final check to be sure risk level is acceptable,

that budgeting strategies are included, and that the

manager has confidence in the final decision and

considers it a worthwhile expenditure of taxpayers'

dollars.
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